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EARLY DAYS AT SANTEE
in the summer of 18'70, an old
EARLY
rickety steamboat, the North Alabama,
came slowly winding its way up the
Missouri river. Among the passengers were
Rev. A. L. Riggs, his wife, and their two
children Frederick and Cora, also the brothers, Thomas and Henry Riggs. All were enroute for Santee Agency, Nebraska, where
the Santee tribe of the Dakotas had been
lately permanently located after their sad experience in connection with the Sioux Outbreak of 1862 in Minnesota.
For a few years past Rev. A. L. Riggs had
been looking for a suitable time and place for
the establishment of a school for the training of
Indian pupils as native teachers and missionaries. So it came about that under the appointment of the American Board, Mr. Riggs
and family arrived the third day of June, 1870,
at the Santee Agency.
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As we neared our landing on the sandy bank,
we saw an old Indian woman standing a little
ways off in the tall grass. Her hair was hanging long and disheveled, and she was dressed
in real Indian woman's costume, the broadclotl1 skirt, leggings and moccasins, while
around her shoulders she firmly held her heav.v
blanket.
As we left the boat, a military officer as he
bade us goodbye said, "Think you can do
anything for them 1 " pointing toward the Indian woman.
The old boat went wearily puffing up stream,
the last we saw of her, for the next trip she
made she broke in two on a sandbar!
We sat down on a great clean drift log, to
await the coming of the wagon. A few Indian
men stood around, for they were glad to welcome Zitkadanw aste (Goodbird ), that being the
name the Dakotas gave Mr. Riggs in his childliood, and he is known by that name all over
1the Sioux nation. They were quite animated
1While telling about the cyclone which the day
'before had carried away the buildings of the
Episcopal Mission.
Soon the · light wagon came rattling along.
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Star Frazier, welcoming us most cordially and
making us forget that we had been waiting,
was ready to take us to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Pond, then in charge of the
Mission.
e drove through the river bottom land,
where tall cotton woods and wild roses grew
most luxuriantly, and it seemed like a goodly
land all about us.
As we came near to the Agency, which
was at the top of the bluff, we saw little log
houses and tents scattered all about, for the
Indians were awaiting the allotment of their
lands, which was to be early that spring.
Our welcome in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Pond will ever be remembered with pleasure
and gratitude. The interior of the three-room
log house was, with its white cotton cloth
hung walls, and all furnishings correspondingly neat and ingeni us, a most homelike place
of abode.
After a brief sojourn with that little family
we set to work to make ready for occupancy the
log house which had been built and occupied b.v
Rev. John P. Williamson and family, previous

,v
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to their going to begin their mission to the
Yanktons.

/ ·/~·

The House

The house was built of logs, with a mud
roof, and rough boards laid loosely for a floor.
There were two rooms, and the doors were like
barn doors with wooden latches and a leather
string to pull in when we wiinted to lock the
door; a wee bit romantic it seemed, to "pull
in the latch string." We had to go down a
step as we entered the house. On the rafters
overhead was laid hay, and then the mud,
which might havt> made an endurable ceiling,
had not the mice made their home in the
hay, thus making the mud drop continually.
So we unpacked our Congregationa lists and
Advances, of which we brought quite a file
(wondering if it would pay) and they seemed
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to smile down upon us like good old friends
while we went about our work. vVe spread
down pieces of carpet over the uneven rough
board floor, and unpacked what furniture we
most needed, and soon our little cabin began to
seem homelike. It was over toward the Agency from Mr. Pond's, and the log church was
a little way off to the west, near the edge of
the bluff.

The Log Church

The church was a long low building with
mud roof, no floor, and for seats, rough benches with no backs. There was a good cabinet
organ, a plain table, and two chairs, all arranged on a low platform, spacious enough to seat a
small choir. The choir was composed of Indian men (no one ever thought of an Indian woman singing in a choir, in those days) led by
Miss Julia LaFramboise as organist. That was
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a good choir, for those young men sang out
with a right good will, as though the.v meant, it, ·
and enjo.ved it. Then man.v of the women in
the audience sang well, so that altogether those
Dakota songs filled the little rude church with
melod.v that went out through the open doors
and windows making those who sat on the
ground outside, because the.v were too shy to
enter, feel that trul.v such worship meant more
than theirs of the olden time.

Ehnamani 's House and Family

\,Ye had two ministers,:E hnamani and Icaduze,
whose names Secretary Treat facetiousl.v pronounced Antimony and Ikaduze!
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The church bell, of which the Indians had a
right to be proud, for they bought it with corn,
was hung on a frame near the church, and whoever was appointed or had a chance to ring that
bell was highly honored.
We had good meetings in that old log church
even though the seats were hard, and our backs
ached. What if a big rattlesnake was found one

- - - - ---- - day coiled up on the large box stove! That was
not likely to happen often.
But finally the fleas became so thick in the
dust underfoot that it was necessary to seek a
place for worship elsewhere. So we decided to
take the benches, organ and all, to a place where
we could have shade during a part of the service.
But sunshine and fresli air are better then fleas,
and the dogs could come too!
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As soon as the little home was made habitable, the work of putting up the new buildings
came next, so as to have them ready for occupancy as €arly as might be in the fall. There
was to be a dwelling house for the missionary
family, and a building for school purposes,
which also would accommodate the Sabbath
services.
The site for these buildings was at the time
of our arrival occupied by a wheat field, while
a little lower down the slope was a corn field,
which later on for lack of rain only amounted
to dry stalks.
As soon as the wheat was harvested, Zitkadanwaste, the brothers Thomas and Henry,
Mr. Marshall the carpenter from Sioux City,
and Mr. Edward Pond, began the work of
building; Indian men were also employed.
The frame work was of cottonwood, sawed at
the government sawmill, while the pine lumber was made ready to put together and was
shipped from Chicago by railroad to Sioux
City, then by boat up the river to Santee, usually arriving on Sunday, much to our discomfort and inconvenience. The chimneys were
built of chalkstone, quarried up in the hills,
which, together with the hauling, and the im-
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porting of a mason from Sioux City, made that
part of the building both laboriou s and expensive.
The workmen were boarded in the two missionary families. Nancy Abraham came to assist in Zitkadanw aste's family, and proved to
be an efficient helper in many ways; she could
speak English, and often acted as interprete r
for the mother, who had her hand-; more than
full; the two children having taken whooping
cough, th e malady being quite prevalent among
the Indian children at that time.
The Indian Agencies were at this time under
the managem ent of the Friends.
Agent Janney was in charge at Santee, ably
as~isted by his two daughters . This estimable
family were cordially interested in our work,
also other governme nt employees were friendly,
and many social visits were exchanged after
work hours, thus making life in these new,
strange surroundi ngs pleasanter than might
have been.
The Indian people were glad that we came
and we often thought of a letter from Ehnamani to Zitkadanw aste written some time before, in which he said, ''We have heard that
your wife is afraid of us, but if she comes, I
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don't think she will be killed." But all fears
were at once dispelled b_y the warm, hearty
welcome given da_y after da.v, as the people
came to greet us. The women would at all
hours of the day, slip in quietly, as only an Indian woman can, without knocking, as was
their custom, and sit b_y the hour watching the
mother and children who soon learned that this
constant scrutiny was to be a part of their daily
experience. The grandmothe rs, who were the
universal baby tenders, would prefer to drop
down on the floorquickl_y, before there was time
to produce a chair, and there they would sit and
sway back and forth with the grandbabies comfortably stowed awa_y on their backs. Likewise
our lit.tie Cora would improvise a shawl, and go
trotting around with her doll baby on her back,
very much to the amusement of us all.
One day Cora was missing, and there came
to mind stories about Indians having stolen
white children; but the mother recalled the
assurance given some time previous b_y a remark of Zitkadanwa ste. , "They have enough
of their own, they would not want ours." But
what had become of Cora 1 This seemed to be
getting serious, when Eliza Frazier appeared
with Cora on her back, having found her in
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the cornfield, looking for her father whom she
had seen go that way to the new buildings.
One evening just at dusk there came a report
that the Brule Indians were skulking about
in bushes getting ready to attack the t:,antees.
Some of our Indian people were very much
frightened, but Julia Lafrombois e said that
the wiser ones were not afraid, for those who
had fought the whites as the Santees had, were
considered too brave for the Brule to dare to
attack. Such a bit of reasoning was quite reassuring all around for the timid ones, and
we all slept peacefully and well that night, and
not a Brule appe!tred.
That first summer we did our marketing by
selecting· from our stock of canned food, there
being no gardens for lack of rain. Our meat
came from the issue when the Indians received
their supply every Saturday. It came steaming hot, and because we had no way to cool it,
we could not keep it longer than over night before it must all be cooked. This gave opportunity for concocting many kinds of hashes and
stews. Not so bad or distasteful as one might
think.
Our water for drinking and all purposes was
hauled in barrels from the Missouri River and
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kept outbide in the shade of the house; it tasted
better when fresh, before the mud or sand had
settled. We never dreamed of ice water in
those days, but we one day heard that there
was ice to be had at a ranch five miles down
the river. How could we neglect such an opportunity, and what a comfort it wou!J be to
have our ice-box cool. So the great white
oxen (we had no horses) were yoked up and
hitched to the mission wagon and dispatched
for a load of ice; meanwhile Mr. Pond's little
ice-cave was made ready to receive the precious
luxury. The sun was scorching hot and the
hot wind blew, and the poor oxen toiled up hill
and down, so that the ice was nearly gone before it came to hand! This was only a dream of
a thing we thought we needed.
We fo und t hat we had some real luxuries in
t he wi ld gooseberries and raspberries growing
in the ravines and picked and brought to us
by the Indian women. Sometimes they were
bro ught several miles on horseback , in large
pails, and thus made into jam before we saw
them! Then the b uffalo- berries were something
new to us, and made nice jelly. Later on there
were wild plums, grapes and choke-cherries.
So we were surprised ·and thankful to realize
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that we had some dainties and luxuries even in
this dry and thirsty land.
Still, day after day, and week after week
went by, and the sun shone scorching hot and
the wind blew the dust and sand, usually three
days at a. time steadily, then a little lull perhaps, when it would change into another quarter and blow just as hard again, but not a drop
of rain. The grass crackled under our feet,
and still no rain since we arrived that third
day of June.
The children worn out with their cough, and
the mother weary from over work, made rather
a sad condition of things in the little home
where all went bravely during the early days
of the summer. But the Janney sistErs and
Mrs. Pond, came kindly t.o the rescue, and soon
all was going well again. A little rest and kind
sympathy made it easier to endure again the
sight of mice perched on the edge of the milk
pans, looking about undaunted, as if to say "Of
course we will." Then the children were so far
recovered as to enjoy helping mother drive out
the toads (such big ones) that came up at the
ends of the loose floor boards. At the same
time, and all along, we were thankful that no
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rattlesnakes appeared within doors, when ther
were many in the country around.
Along with our discomforts we had ou
pleasant times. The road to the Agency wa
through a shady ravine, and the mother and
children frequently found that a play time in
the white sand of the creek bottom made a
pleasant change bringin~ back to the little
home good cheer and a readiness to encounter
whatever might come next.
Our windows were fitted into the logs, sliding horizontally, and just below, inside, a long
cottonwood slab was placed to hold little boxes
of house plants. The slips, which we brought
with us as pleasant reminders of loving friends,
had been planted closely in a cigar box and had
been tenderl.r cared for. Now they seemed to
demand more liberty, so were transplanted to
more comfortable quarters and very soon the
money-wort and wandering jew had wonderfully transformed the rough shelf and queer
windows. Planted outside below the window
were dahlias, which grew till they peeped in at
the window, beautiful golden balls of sunshine,
ever reminding us of the dear old lady who
thought we should have waited "till the child-
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ren were grown up" before we went to live
among the Indians.
Septem her came, and we began to count the
days when we might move to the new home,
and many a time we walked up there after the
day's work was done, to see bow the work was
getting along. The rainy days finally came,
and the mud roof leaked, and liquid mud came
down everywhere, till the only dry places were
under the beds and tables. We had to scrape
the mud off the cook stove before we could get
breakfast. We certainly had good ventilation
those days, for the cottonwood boards of which
our summer kitchen was built had warped and
shrunken making such wide cracks that Mrs.
Pond said she could see us getting breakfast.
Surely the fresh air was invigorating, and the
rain was refreshing, even though some discomfort was experienced.
During the early autumn Rev. and Mrs. J.
P. Williamson, our neighbor missionaries,
drove down from the Yankton Agency, bringing their little daughter Winifred. That short
visit brought a pleasant renewal of the lifelong
friendship of Zitkadanwaste and Mr. Williamson, for in their childhood they dwelt under the
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same roof during the early days of the Mission
in Minnesota.
Now that summer was over and the work of
building well nigh finished, Thomas and Henry
must return to their studies. Thomas to Chicago Theological Seminary, and Henry to Beloit
College. They had invested in Indian ponies
and they seemed very happy as they turned
their faces eastward and rode awaJ'•
At last, on the fifteenth day of November, we
moved up to the new house. Mrs. Pond had a
royal good dinner for us that day, enabling us
to give all energy to the work of moving. The
children were in great glee. w ·hat children do
not enjoy moving day 1 Our new house was
far from finished; only the cellar, stair, and outside doors were hung. No partitions were up,
temporary ones were made by hanging quilts
and carpets. But it seemed like paradise.
There were the nice smooth floors and high ceilings, the fragrance of the new wood, and the
long clean shavings and blocks all about for
the children to play with. Never was a home
more appreciated.
First we had a front room upstairs finished
for Miss La Framboise. Then the next thing
was the chapel, for that was to be our school
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house too. The big box stoves were set up,
and good fires made it possible to tack up the
paper-board. We could not afford plastered
walls, for no mason was to be had in all the
country around in those days; so we had paperboard walls, and Mr. Marshall and Zitkadanwaste painted them.
As soon as the house could be used a day
school was commenced b.v Mr. Pond and Miss
La Framboise. The year previous they had
had the school in the old log church.
The year before our arrival at Santee, some
of the most intelligeut and enterprising of the
Santees decided that they wished to become
citizens sooner than "Uncle Sam" had planned,
and so a colon.v of about twenty families went
over into Dakota, and took claims in the vicinity of Flandreau. They were courageous and
brave in the face of many difficulties. Some
of the sons in these worthy families began to
realize that their education was incomplete, and
that to make good citizens they must be gaining something more than land. Zitkadanwaste
had already planned to make ready the old log
church for a dormitory for young men coming
from a distance, and soon we had the prospect
of as many as we could consistently crowd in.
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Partitions and a few alteration s made three
rooms, one for a kitchen and dining room, one
for sitting room and study room, while the third
was used as a dormitory . A Dakota woman was
in charge, under the supervisio n of Mrs. Pond,
who gave instructio ns in light bread making and
in good housekeep ing, thus in a primitive way
beginning our domestic science traininir.
vVhen it became evident that Mr. Marshall's
assistance would be needed for a long time,
the little log house which we had occupied
during the summer was made ready for wipter
use, and Mrs. Marshall with her baby girl,
Zella, came up from Sioux City, thus making
three families in the mission.
As many as a dozen strong, energetic young
men came and filled up our boarding house.
The bell was taken to the new chapel and hung
in the belfry. Beside the day school a night
school was commenced for the young men about
the Agency, together with those in our boarding school, and we were now fairly under way
Jor school work in earnest.
Many of our pupils had only the one name
according to their number in the family or perhaps a fanciful Indian name and were known as
the son or daughter of a certain man. But
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such a custom was not convenient in the school,
and so the pupils either chose a surname or
came to their teachers for one. Often the father's name translated served as a surname,
which was altogether fitting.' But some more
aspiring chose to be named after generals and
presidents, thus suddenly distinguishing themselves. They often also chose Bible names.
That first winter Miss La Framboise suggested that we take into our family a young
girl who had only a home with her grandmother. So we decided to make a place for
her, and we called her Judith. She was quite a
dutiful little maid for a time, though too bashful to allow herself to master a new language
or even to venture farther than a few monosyllablmi. From the pretty plaid goods she received from the government we made her dress.es and were ambitious to have her as much like
a white girl as possible. We made her a pretty
hood, and hoped that she would wear her shawl
about her shoulders instead of over her head,
but we discovered that her courage only lasted
till she was fairly out of our house, and then
the shawl went up, and by some means the hood
slipped off, and Judith was in Indian fashion
by the time she reached the school house.
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Then after a-while, the grandmothe r and
some fond aunties thought that Judith was not
fulfilling her mission by living in Zitkadanwaste's family, she had duties in society and
should make her dei:mt; so, great was our surprise one Sunday to see her come into the chapel closely guarded by grandmothe r and aunties,
arrayed in a bright pink calico dress made very
long, moccasins on her feet, and a very gay
plaid shawl over her head. But she felt so shy
that she retired far away under her shawl, and
we hardly knew Judith! A few weeks later
she was married and thus ended our too previous ambition to transform the ways and customs of an Indian maiden.
Toward Christmas the question arose of how
shall we help both old and young to appreciate
and understand, as well as to enjoy, the celebration of that dayi There were beautiful cedars
growing in the ravines not far away, and the
very thought of having a fragrant evergreen on
which to hang something for every one, was
an inspiration.
We went to work with but little to do with,
but in one way anrl another we managed to
have a remembranc e for every one. When the
bell began to ring the children, fathers and
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mothers, grandfathers, grandmothers with the
babies peeping over their shoulders, one and
all came with lively step and an exclamation of
na ! na ! as they saw the beautiful tree.
Every inch of the chapel was occupied, if
there was not a seat they sat on the floor. The
Christmas songs and speeches were listened to
with quiet earnestness. Next came the distribution of the gifts together with Uhristmas
greetings on our part, to which most of them
responded "ban" and "ho" meaning "yes."
Then with the swift tread of moccasined feet, a
subdued happy chattering of the women, and
the nodding little heads on the grandmother's
shoulders, the crowd was dispersed, and we
were glad because of our first Christmas at
Santee.
From way back in the times when the French
traders went among the Dakotas, the celebration of New Year's day has been a most important event of the year to them. They would
call to shake hands with the traders and receive
a gift; so they called the day Napekiciyuzap i
(hand shaking day). Now that Christmas was
over, next came New Year's day which we were
expected to be ready for by keeping open house,
and receive and shake hands with any who
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might call; even the babies must reach out and
take a good hand shake-some are jolly babies
and smile sweetly as they peep over their
mother's shoulders while others are shy, or
pouty babies, but whatever their mood, they
are charming with their rosy cheeks and black
eJ·es.
Then of course the visitors must be seated till
apples or some kind of refreshments are passed. We had .vet to discover that if a large
dish of apples was passed, it would not ha overdoing it if we were to pour them all into the
eorner of a shawl held up b.v a grandmother
who had in mind a flock of grandchildren at
home. So we had to resort to the Indian custom of taking one in hand and politely presenting it, recE'iving the customary response of
"ho" if the recipient was a man, if a woman,
"han." We were surprised sometimes to hear
"tankoo" from some one who had acquired a
little English, and could also say "goot bye"
when leaving.
Thus was passed our first New Year's day,
and a good time it was all around. It did us
good to see the beaming faces and to shake the
out-stretched hands of these people who were so
hearty and honest in their greetings.
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Every week on Wednesday afternoon the
women held a prayer meeting-ne ighborhood
meetings; each woman who was a church member being expected to take her turn in having
and leading the meeting. Mrs. Pond and Miss
La Frambois having seen the desirability of the
women's meetings did their part in seeing that
they were well sustained, and it was surprising
to see how ready the women were to take part,
most of them being able to read in Dakota, and
they enjoyed singing . . But some of the younger ones were quite shy and preferred to let the
responsibili ties rest upon the older ones. One
instance comes vividly to mind, of a young
married woman who, when asked by the leader
to speak a few words, retired quickly under
her shawl and became very much interested in
her baby. After waiting a reasonable length
of time the leader said "You are now a member
of the church, are married and have a baby. I
should think that b.v this time you would have
something to say." "Vhich admonition seemed
to have the desired effect, for ever after she
proved herself to be one of the faithful ones
and ready to do her part.
Along toward spring, the allotment of lands
began, and each head of a family was allowed
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to select his own, receiving one hundred and
sixty acres; each child received forty acres.
Most of them chose land lying along the creeks,
thus securing water and wood, though not in
great abundan ce.
~, 1
'!%':·• .,....,~..._..,...__,~.T --z;;:
' •· .· .. : ' .
•:t
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'l'he Indian Village

During the time of the allotmen ts it became
evident that our neighbor s were dispersin g,
taking their log houses down and putting them
up on their own land. Some had been living in
tents, and so disappea red quickly. We were
sorry to see the little village melt away, but
permane nt homes and cultivati on of their lands
were vital points in the future welfare of these
people. We were glad to have known them
better by having them near, and all along during that first year the men had been coming to
Zitkadan waste for council and advice regardin g
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their future prospects; for when spring opened
they must begin their work, and many had
taken land twelve or more miles away.
With the approach of spring there loomed
up many things that we longed to do to make
our own surroundings more home-like, but the
school work must receive first attention until
the closing, so that the making of a little garden was not easily accomplished. But a bit of
ground was fenced in, and our garden became
a reality.
Greatly to our regret and loss, the time had
come when Mr. and Mrs. Pond had planned to
leave for the making of their new home near
St. Anthony in Minnesota. We missed them
in every way, and all of the teaching fell to
Zitkadanwaste and Miss La Frambois, but naturally the number of pupils was reduced by the
moving away of the people, making the teaching work less.
During the latter part of the year, Miss La
Frambois' health seemed to be failing, so that
with the close of school she went away, never
to return. She was a conscientious, faithful
missionary and teacher-we missed her.
The summer was a time of work in many
directions, getting ready for the next school
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year, for there were many plans ahead, and
the work would of necessity have to be done
slowly. Even the mission home and chapel
were not completed yet. We found some Indian men who were ready to work by the day,
and notwithstandin g their need of constant
oversight, there. were fence posts cut and hauled, the post holes dug, and campus gTounds
fenced in. The work within doors was some
what relieved by having a capable Dakota woman come in by the hour.
During the summer, father Riggs made us
a visit, which seemed like a benediction on
the efforts made to get the mission work
started.
The children and all of us were one day
greatly delighted with the news that grandmother and uncle Fred were coming from New
York to make us a short visit. That was a
memorable event when the great white oxen
with the big wagon were sent to the boat landing; it was more enjoyable than a more conventional mode of transportation might have
been.
The autumn days were far spent when we
realized that the cold, and the uncertainty of
the river crossing would soon make it impossi-
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ble for us to make our long anticipate d visit to

Mr. and Mrs. Williamso n at the Yankton Agency, so we rather suddenl.v started out in the big
wagon; we were to have our first ride in a log
canoe. The river looked very wide, and the
big "dug out" with fresh ha.v strewn in the
bottom for us to sit on, was certainly a novelt.v.
Zitkadanw aste with paddle in hand, kneeled in
the front end, while Cetanman i with his paddle
kneeled in the rear end, and the mother and
children were disposed of at intervals. Very
tightly did the little ones clasp the edges of
the queer boat as suddenly the children rea•
Iized how near the.v were to the yellow muddy
water.
Safely landed on the Dakota side, we climbed
into the stage which was to take us over a
rough hilly road of thirty miles. Though tiresome we enjoyed it all. Not so civilized did
the Yanktons appear as the Santees, and there
were many more of them. We had a good
view of them encampad all along for miles on
each side of the road.
Our visit was delightful , but not to be prolonged, for a sudden change in the weather reminded us of the long ride and river crossing
which was accomplis hed none too soon, for the
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ride was a cold one and we found much floating
ice. We were thankful to be on the home side
again.
Cetanmani invited us into his hospitable little cabin while his nephew W akanhdikokipa pi
went to the mission to have the wagon come for
us. Mrs. Cetanmani was glad to see us, and
we found a most picturesque interior. A glorious fire was crackling and blazing in a rude
fireplace. Blankets were spread upon the floor
for rugs, while beds and trunks filled most of
the wall space around the room. The log walls
were nearly covered with pictures cut from
newspapers. There were many utensils and articles hung about apparently needful for the
daily use of the household. On a tiny shelf
lay a Bible and hymn book in the Dakota
language.
Mrs. Cetanmani, kind in manner and heart,
treated us hospitably, heaped wood on the fire
and went to her little cupboard bringing some
genuine Dakota fried bread to the children,
for she knew they were hungry, it being
long past supper time. Finally the wagon
came and we were glad to end safely our first
real outing.
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The work of the school in all its bearings,
told very plainly tl.e fact that to build, in order
to exist and develop, must be our program for
years to come, for this was destined to be a
boarding school. Our dormitory (the old log
church) for young men, could be used for a
while yet, but we had no provision for girls.
There were many girls both large and small in
the homes of the families who had gone out onto their farms. There were girls in those families who had recently gone over to Flandreau
to live; all were wishing to come whenever
Zitkadanw aste had a place ready.
When the needs were plainly stated, the W oman's Board at Boston made an appropria tion,
and the building was called The Dakota Home,
because their other girls' schools were called
Homes. We were very happy with the prospect of a place for girls; material was ordered,
workmen ware engaged, and as speedily as possible the building of the Dakota Home went
forward, and by the time winter set in the
building was enclosed. We longed to go on
with the work but that would be impossible in
the cold of a Nebraska winter. ·
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Dakota Home

Mission House

That second winter we received into our
home a young Yankton woman, Helen Aungie,
who came with the expectation of rendering
what assistance she could, besides attending
school. She proved a congenial, competent
helper.
An elderly lady, Miss Harris, who was
recommended as a teacher, came. but her health
was not equal to her ambition, and her stay
was only till spring time. She was very fond
of :flowers, and brought an . oleander and a
honeysuckle which still survive the dear old
friend, giving pleasure to many who have succeeded her in their mission of love.
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That same winter a young man of the Mandan tribe at Ft. Berthold came to school, and
because he was in his native costume, which
consisted of leggings, moccasins, a calico shirt
and a large buffalo robe, also his hair was long
and decorated in a fantastic way, we decided to
keep him in our family for a time as more congenial for him, as well as for our Dakota young
men in the log boarding house. Our young
Mandan was named Howard, after Gen. 0. H.
Howard, and the name of his tribe sufficed for
his surname. He was a most interesting and
amiable member of our household; every evening at sundown he would in a very dignified
manner wrap his buffalo robe about him and
walk to the top of the nearest hill and sit there
a long time, evidently thinking of home. He
must have suffered with homesickness, though
he always returned with the same grace and
dignity to his accustomed seat beside the
great wood stove and resumed his position as
fireman. Howard spent most of his time
studying his interlinear Dakota and English
reader, for he understood some Dakota. It was
to his credit that along toward sp.ring he heroically renounced his native costume and had
his hair cut. His buffalo robe was beautifully
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decorated with native devices, and he respectfully and graciously presented it to Zitkadanwaste.
It was about the middle of April, when we
were beginning to look for definite signs of
spring, that we had a very surprising fall of
snow, lasting so long that we almost wondered
if we were to have winter over again. The
snow fell so fast and was so wet that it covered
the windows in great sheets, making our house
very shady within until the snow would slide
off, giving us a chance to look out, but only
for a short distance a few moments at a time.
The Indians lost a great many ponies, and ona
Indian man was lost and frozen near his own
home. Our cattle were fairly well protected,
but in the shed where the great white oxen
were, the snow came in so as to leave only
their noses visible! To dig them out was the
only way, and they were so numb that only bv
coaxing and pushing they were rescued. The
children stood at the window awe-stricken at
the strange performance, and wondering why
the poor creatures could not walk £aster. The
snow drifts were so deep and solid that they
lasted till late in May.
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The Dakota Home loomed up so large and
was so commodious within-at least £or space,
that we thought it expedient to invite the
Association of Congregational Churches of
Dakota Territory to meet at Santee in May.
We made up beds in the unfinished rooms and:
hang ing up sheets for partitions, we heartily
enjoyed the transformation we were able to
bring about. We served meals in our own
home. That was a memorable event- a feast to
our souls. The Indians came from their homes
in the hills and valleys, for it was a meeting
with washechun wakan ( white ministers) not
likely to come this way often. Thomas Riggs'
wi fe , Nina, was with us for the first timeThomas having gone on up to his mission near
Ft. Sully. Father Riggs was also with us, and
he and Nina were to follow soon. Altogether
we had a joyful time ever to be remembered.
In June, that summer, was held at Yankton
Agency, a conference of the missionaries and
native pastors, and thus came about our second
visit to our neighbor missionaries, and it was
delightful from a social standpoint as well as a
spiritual uplifting. At this conference it was
decided that as the annual meeting of the
American Board would be in Minneapolis early
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the next fall it would be ad vi sable £or as many
of us as could, to attend, and also to have a
delegation of Indians in attendance. In accordance with that resolution, we had a good representation at that meeting, which was the means
of creating considerable interest in our work,
so that we were filled with renewed zeal and
encouragemen t as we started homeward in the
last days of September.
Previous to this time we had secured the
assistance of Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Ingham, of
Brainerd, Minnesota to take charge of the
Dakota Home, also Miss Marie L. Haines as
assistant. So we started homeward feeling
well fortified £or a year of good work. Our
log boarding house was ready to open, and the
Dakota Home was finished and ready £or the
girls. But just before we reached home, we
heard that the small pox was raging at Santee.
The disease was said to have come from an island, a few miles up the river, where a case
,was left by a steamboat some time in the summer, but we had not known of it till now when
the disease seemed beyond control at Santee.
The Indians having a way of living huddled together, made the situation seem desperate.
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As for medical assistance we were helpless at
first, because our government physician's wife
was one of the first to take the disease; being
without nurses or assistance of any kind, the
doctor naturally devoted himself to the saving
of his wife. As soon as possible the authorities
at Washington secured the services of a doctor
at Yankton, and the work of vaccination and
isolation of those infected was at once commenced. Guards watched the river crossing
and the highways to warn travelers of the
danger.
All through the dreadful scourge we were
able to help, by furnishing food for the most
destitute patients. The work of disinfection
in the homes was a difficult task but all efforts
to stay the disease seemed wonderfully successful. Of our one thousand Santees seventyfour died. Finally, the situation was such that
it seemed possible and safe to open the chapel
for a thanksgiving service. On that occasion
we used disinfectants quite liberally, but to our
surprise the officers of the church raised objections because, they said, it showed lack of faith
in God! Truly we were thankful. We opened the boarding houses and school commenced.
Mr. Ingham having been in delicate health
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for some time was rapidly failing, and died
soon after Christmas. Mrs. Ingham continued
through that school year, notwithstandin g her
loneliness in a strange land; having two little
children, her duties were ver_y arduous, but she
proved herself quite equal to the situation.
Not until after our arrival at Santee, did
these people give up their old manner of burial
of the dead, and the highest peak of every hill
both near and far was crowned with one or
more graves, which were covered with poles
,1,bout like cordwood, set up slanting, joined at
the top. Then often, the old habit of going at
evening and wailing for the departed, was indulged in, reminding us that customs of the
olden times are not suddenly eradicated; especially is this true regarding people's burial customs and manner of mourning.
Gradually the people C!J,me to the understanding that to have a cemetery, each family having
a burial place, would be a better way. When
the desirability of such a change was admitted
by the majority of our people, it was surprising
to see how fast the lone graves disappeared
from the hill tops, for no new ones were made,
and the prairie fires burned away the stakes.
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To provide and care for the sick and aged, is
an admirable and universal trai~ of the Dakotas. We soon learned to keep on hand a little
stock of rice, dried apples, crackers and tea for
those who might be in need. Light bread was
considered a great luxury, and certainly it was
a more suitable diet than the fried bread generally used among the people. Frequently came
the request for "aguyapi napoliyapi" (light
bread) so that to give a yeast calm, with instructions for bread making, seemed practicable, and in many instances encouraged a habit
of self reliance.
Then the dispensing of simple remedies for
sick babies, especially when we were without
an agency physician, became . quite an item
along with the daily routine of duties in our
"It is what we are here for" would
home.
often come to mind as the many. daily tasks for
these pRople were sometimes performed under
difficulties, for there were many responsibilities
brought about by the coming of our little
daughter Mabel. That same year we took into our home a little Indian boy named Berthold,
a lively little boy. Our house was always full,
and a long table at meal time was inevitable.
We were fortunate in having with us a friend
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of former days, Mr. George Burton, who was
steward of the mission. His genir1,l presence
and helpfulness was greatly appreciated .
We never had time to be lonely, yet were
ever mindful of the fact that those who came
as helpers, were no doubt lonely at times. vVe
were at home, and longed to have others feel
and share the home.likeness.
In Yankton, a little town thirty miles down
the river on the Dakota side, lived the Rev.
Joseph Ward and family, who from the first
were warm friends of ours, and al ways interested in our work. vVe were cordially invited to
make their pleasant home a resting place at any
time, and this privilege was extended to all our
band of mission workers. How restful the
very thought of that kind hospitality was to us
at times, even though we could not leave our
work to o,vail ourselves of the luxury.
,ve received our mail twice a week by stage,
crossing at Yankton and coming up on the
Nebraska side of the river. All of our supplies ctime by steamboat, but when that boat
would arrive was a question, yet we knew
whenever the low hoarse whistle blew, that the
slow tugging craft would land somewhere along,
within a mile or two, wherever the sandy shore
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presented a suitable place, never tho same.
Usually the boat started from Sioux City on
Thursday evening (never on Friday) and so
reached Santee on Sunday, which was a serious
ihconvenience. Sometimes a boat would pass
in the night, leaving our freight on the bank
while we slept soundly, not even hearing the
whistle, and next day an fodian would notify
us. One day an Indian walked in with a little
trunk on his shoulder, which had come all the
way from New York, and had been left by a
boat during the night. Almost b.v miracle the
trunk seemed to have come, and how reassuring to us the neighborly interest and honesty
sho~\ln.
Our annual mission meeting was the crowning event of the year, bringing together the
missionaries, native pastors and Christian Indians. Also many who had not accepted the
gospel were attracterl and brought under Christian influences. At first, the meeting was held
in June, at one of the mission stations, which
station, was made known and planned for a
year in advance. The having been to mission
meeting was talked of half of the year, and
the plans for going to the next one were
always uppermost. As it was a camp meet-
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ing, and June was usually a rainy month, the
time was changed to early September. Another
advantage in this later date was that the people could attend better to the cultivation of
their fields in the early summer.
In those days we had no ferry boats, only
log cauoes, and we al ways had to cross tl1e
river to get to the other reservations . Tl1e
fourney usually took several days, camping
at night. What a busy time it was for all concerned; the preparation and packing of food
and bedding gave all a chance to help. We
had a covered light wagon, built high for fdrding streams. But no one could ford the Missouri, yet there was a way to cross, nevertheless; the wagon was placed in two canoes lashed
together and paddled over, while the horses were
made to swim! Truly was "necessity the mother
of invention" in many instances in those days.
To the meeting some of the people came
several hundred miles, bringing their families,
their tents and provisions. It was a beautiful
sight, the tents pitched to form a circle, and
every tribe in its place. In the center of the
encampmen t was a large booth made of poles
supported by forked stakes and covered with
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green boughs, making a comfortable place for
the meetings. Every morning at sunrise a
crier went around the camp calling the people
to prayers. A goodly number were always
ready and came flocking from the tents on
every side. Forming a great circle they stood
while one after another led in prayer; then
they sang hymns till gradually the circle grew
smaller, £or all around from the tents came the
welcome odor of breakfast, and morning greetings and good cheer were in evidence on every
side.
What good meetings! What interesting reports were brought in from the various mission
stations, and how carefully the work was planned £or the next year.
The woman's meeting was a very interesting
feature of this conference, and the women soon
took upon themselves a large share of the support of their native missionaries.
At an early date the women decided to organize sewing societies in connection with their
prayer meetings. This movement was quite
general, and every ·women who was a church
member considered herself a member of the
m1ss10nary society. At San tee the plan was
introduced by Miss Lucy Dodge, who came
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from Grafton, Mass. to assist Miss Shepard in
the Dakota Home. Miss Dodge went on a visit
to the Yankton Mission and saw the women in
their sewing mPetings; she returned to Santee
quite enthusiastic with the idea that the Santee
women cotdd have a sewing society too. Our
women were very much interested and unanimously decided to organize a missionary society
in connection with their prayer meeti1Jg.
'l'he organization and election of officers was
an event of unusual interest. Not being acquainted with parliamentary rules, they had to
learn that only one president could he elected
at one time!
This made it desirable to have a
plenty of officers, and thus all matters were
amicably adjust<ed. Some of the women brought
in beautiful moccasins, and fancy work of various kinds for gifts to the society, which met
with ready sale, bringing the much needed
money into the treasury. The women were skilful in cutting dnsigns of flowers, birds and
outterflies from bright ~olored calicos, and hemming them daintly onto unbleached muslin for
table covers and quilts. Ttey were very fond
of patch work, and even crazy patchwork soon
fol!nd its way iDto the homes of the Indian women. Their greatest ambition was to raise
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money for the native mJSsiouary society. Their
hearts desire was to help their own people still
in darkness,
And so it was th'.it every week on Wednesday,
the women appeared with their babies, at the
Dakota Home, soon after dinner. The girls
were all in the school room, and their large
pleasant sitting room made a fine place for the
meeting. The great bundle of work was laid in
the middle of the floor, the work was distribnted, and in a short time all were chattering and
working as busy as bees. The babies had a
good time too, crying, laughing, rolling, creeping-they made the meeting a lively place.
Then in time to get home before dark, the work
was laid away, and after the prayer meeting
they hastened homeward. These Dakota womeu are never weary in well doing.
Just across the rive1· in Dakota, nearly opposite the mission, there was steadily growing
the village of Springfield. At first, we heard
that a man was living in a "dug out" over there,
and soon after, a few people took claims. Some
were "tree claims," so called because every one
who took the land must set out a grove of trees.
As cottonwoods predominated, and fortunately
grew fast, we could, from the mission, see
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where several of the farms were located, a goodly sight indeed in that vast expanse of country.
The little village naturally had its store and
shops, and soon a Congregational church was
organized, and they called Rev. C. L. Hall to
be their paster, Sometimes we were favored
with a visit from Mr. Hall. It came to pass
that one day Miss Emma Calhoun, Mr. Williamson's right banu helper and teacher at the
Yankton mission, came down to make us a visit,
at which time she and Mr. Hall becam!l acquainted, by which circumstance the Springfield
church lost their pastor, and Mr. Williamson
ikewise his vBlued helper; but the whole mission thereby gained strength, for Mr. and Mrs.
Hall became most devoted missionary workers
at Ft. Berthold, among the Rees, Mandans and
Gros Ventres. We bailed with joy the taking
of the fort by this brave young couple.
Another recruit to our missionary force came
with the birth of our third little daughter, and
we namPd her Olive Ward.
Our old log church dormitory had served its
time, and it was very desirable that our yonng
men and boy students who hall increased in
number, should have a place more commodious
and comfortable, better suited in every way to
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their needs. Also there was imperative' need
for a chapel for our people living ten and fifteen
milei;: away, truly a Sabbath day's journey from
The appropriation was made.
the mission.
Bm:y times again for willing hands, for the construction of two buildings ten miles apart in one
summer, with the various hindrances and inconveniences only known by those who have lived
on the frontier, made the experiences of that
summer's work memorable.
What a comfort it was to have a new, clean
house for our yonng men, and to be able to do
things decently and in order. Miss Anna Skea
was the efficient matron, after having assisted
for two years in the Dakota Home. We called
the new building Perkins Hall. The chapel we
naturally named Bazile Creek chapel because
it was built but a short distance from that
stream.
Every year the planting of trees all about the
mission ground was an important item, also the
sowing of grass seed, hoping some time to have
a lawn, instead of the wild coarse grass, sand
burs, and weeds of all kind.-. But after the
early spring, the young tender grass that had
come up and seemed so promising, was year after year burned out, only leaving little patches
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here and there. Becoming rather discouraged
in our efforts, we let what did grow go to seed,
and gradually the winds had more to do with
the making of om· lawn than we did !
While standing on our porch one hot day in
July, we saw reddish brown clouds coming, rolling and tumbling along-sometimes seeming to
boil; so curious was their appearance that we
stood and watched till they were right overhead, then as the wind lulled we saw grasshoppers coming down like rain, so that Wtl were
thankful to be protected by the porch roof.
The air was very hot and oppressive. Before
we could realize what this all meant we began
to see that it meant swift destruction to all
vegetation. We went into the garden--hoppers
in our faces and under our feet livelier than
any we had ever seen, and so large we were
reminded of the locusts of olden time, though
we did not think we eould under any circumstances eat them, even with honey. There was
nothing to be done but to surrender, and let
these unwelcome visitors have their own way.
We actually could hear the chank as they devoured every thing green, only leaving the bare
corn stalks as lonely sentinels over the desolation. It was wonderful how fast the little
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things could eat, as if they never had a "square
meal" before.
This was a serious calamity for the Indians,
for they dep,mded largely npon their corn and
grain, and the sflourge reached over a large
portion of the country. While we were busy
watching the work of destruction in the garden
we tlid not realize that the young trees we had
planted were being striped of theiL- leaves, and
the little patches of lawn grass were eaten down
to the roots. When night came, the hoppers
settled on the ground, and as if there was not
spacP. enough there, they crawled np on the
house even to the point of the gable on the
north side of our house.
We eagerly looked for a strong wind from the
directions in which they came, for it is said that
it is the custom for grasshoppers to arise and go
on, when the wind will take them in the direction they were going. But they tarried with us,
and the next spring we had a great crop of
young grasshoppers.
The Episcopal mission having lost its building by a cyclone, at the time of our arrival at
Santee, soon rebuilt, making provision for a
girls' school, which was ably conducted by the
Misses Ives, Graves, and Frances; it was aalled
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St. Mary's. The missionary's residence, chapel
and school were all includes in one large, rambling building, quite picturesque in appearance.
It was a great loss to them w~en the whole
structure was burned one winter morning. We
were thankful to give hospitality to the missionaries, Mr. and Mrs. Fowler and family, for a
few days, while Bishop Hare came to adjust
affairs and consider the matter of rebuilding.
But St. Mary's school, when rebuilt, was at
Rosebud Agency.
We were quite ambitious to have a flag pole
in the eenter of our campus, and to see the stars
and stripes floating at holiday times and on especial occasions. We could have the pole easier, and with less expense then the flRg, but
where that could come from we did not know.
Finally it was suggested to Zitkadanwaste that
if he could secure the pole, the flag might follow, and sure enough, a friend who knew of the
need saw to it that a large, beautiful flag floated
from a fifty foot pole, marking the location of
Santee Normal Training School.
Twenty miles or more, up the river from
Santee, lived our neighbors, the Ponca Indians .
They were a quiet, harmless people, but had
never made much advancement, probably owing
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to the fact that they had been left to themselves.
Some of them spoke Dakota, and came sometimes to call in a frit-mdly way upon Zitkadanwaste. One day we heard that th~y were having some political difficulties and were coming
to have a council with Zitkadanwaste. This bit
of news created quite a stir in the mission
home; for well we knew an important feature
of the council, from a Ponca's point of view,
would be the ''eating."
A beautiful lndian summer day it wai;:, when
along toward noon, tall, swarthy Ponca men began to walk with stately dignified tread into our
sitting room; all in full Indian costume! but
how many does it take to make a council, we began to wonder. Every chair was occupied but
there was still space on the floor, where they
graciously sat, silent and meditatively.
The children made a hasty retreat to the kitchen, wistfully looking back to see if they were
being followed.
The first thing on the program was the serving of coffee and sandwiches, which disappeared so fast that the teakettle failed to supply
the renewed infusion quite as often as dflsirable, and so the passing of large, broad pieces
of gingerbread speedily followed to keep the
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guests busy till more and more coffee could be
made. How slow the teakettle was to respond
when we saw the cups lifted here and there
around the circle as a signal that more coffee
was desired. All that time not a word was
spoken by our guests, only now and then an
appreciative grunt expressed approval.
Finally the gingerbread was a minus quantity-what coul<l we dof Our guests did not yet
look satisfied, and we realized that our most liberal provision had fallen short of their capacity.
We looked despairingly at the empty platters
and trays, when happily we discovered considerable bread in the bread-box! Hastily we cut
thick broad sl ices, buttered them, seized the molasses jug and poured. Really! That was the
crowning dish for looks, and the manner of dis.appAarance confirmed the fact.
Next in order came the customary ":,;moke" ,
.:and at a signal from Zitkadanwaste, they all
filed out and sat on the ground. Handsomely
,decorated long stemmed pipes were brough t
tfrom under their blankets and soon the odor of
kinnekinnic filled the air, and every Ponca
looked contented as he puffod and squinted with
thorough approval of the o~casion.
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The council was lengthy, but quite satisfactory, and by nightfall, every Ponca was far on
his way home.
As the years went on, we found it difficult to
supply ourselves with water for onr needs in
various way. We could not store away enough
rain water because our rains were not abundant,
and our dry seasons were long. To haul water
from the river, enough to supply the need, wa~
next to impossible; it would take some one, and
the olu white oxen all the time; so something
must be done-we could not afford to dry up
and blow away.
Finally we concluded to utilize the wind, for
we had a plenty of that element, -we would dig
a well, and if we should be fortunate enough to
find water, we would get a windmill and set it
to work. In order to make the distribution of
water most effectual, the hill just back of the
mission building was the site chosen. W i,ll
diggers were hired, and the work went fo1 ward,
but it was a long, tedious job-the old fashioned
well digging. Reliable careful workmen were
not to be found, we discovered by sad experience; for one day through carelessness, the
.great bucket fell on the man who was digging
many feet below.
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He had a narrow escape, and all work was
brought to a stand till the man recovered an d
pluckily went to work again! At the depth of
eighty feet water .?ame, though we hardly expected to find it so soon . The well wgs stoned
up with boulders gathered on the hills back of
the mission. At first we used a pump, and it
was bard work, also the water was hard-hard
all around . As soon as we had the means ,
about two years later, we bought a windm ill
and built a well house, also a tank; thus the
distribution of water was greatly facilitate d .
What a blessing that well proved to be in this
dry and thirsty land.
During those spring days when we bega n
the well, a little son came to the misson home
to stay. We named him Stephen Williamson,
after the two grandfathers of the mission-an
honorable name.
One important item in our fall work always,
was making the firebreaks, lest some day o
some night the fires would come swooping ove
the hills devouring every thing in their way.
We were always able to ward off the danger
by ploughing all around the mission premises
good broad furrows, also around the cemetery.
Then what lively work it made when the fi re
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came, to beat them baok if they ovPr-leaped their
limit. At those times water was taken in barrels to the scene of action with which to keep
the gunny sacks wet. ''Blessed be the well''
we would say. Those were exciting times for
every @e; a prairie fire driven by a high
changeable wind is no trifling matter, even
though it is a thing grand and fascinating to
look upon.
An important phase of civilization and advancement, which promised to be a help to us,
was the building of the Milwaukee and St.
Paul railroad from Marion Junction to Springfield, and on to Running Water, with the intention of crossing by ferry to Niobrara. What
a wonderful event that was, and how glad we
were to hear a good, lively railroad whistle!
During those yeats of strenuous work, vacations were not much dreamed of, or if they
were, the realization did not materialize. For
several years Zitkadanwaste had hoped to visit
the site of the old mission at Lacquiparle, his
birth place. It was in the fall of 1880 when
returning from the mission conference at Good
Will, he determined to make the extra trip
around. He was able to locate the site of the
log house. He said "On the top of the hill,
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two cottonwoods grow out of our old cellar.
The smaller piece of the old ht:Jarth stone which
we used as a doorstep is gone. But the larger
stone still remained at the foot of the hill. An
old Frenchman has a cabin on the place where
Dr. Williamson's house stood. A thicket of
bushes, mostly plums, covers a good part of
the old Huggins' house plot and tile old church,
The road to the bridge over the Minnesota
passes over where the old mill stood. The
bridge stands Just above the big stones.
The most natural place of all was the little
brook. Every nook and shallow, every path
and almost the very bushes seemed the same.
Of course the se:ale is smaller thau it seemed
when I was a boy-except the water path up
that steep hillside, from the spring up to our
house on the hill-that seemed 1:Jven more steep
and long than it used to be.
All the fand around there, a whole section, is
owned by James Oleson, who lives jnst below
old Fort Renville. We rode up to see him to
ask about the stone.· When he found out who I
was he said "you ought to have it". He had
before sold it to a man for two dollars, but for
some reason (probably the size appalled him) he
backed out. But Mr. Oleeon insisted upon giv-
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ing it to me; and he said he would get the
threshing gang, when they came in at noon, to
load it on his wagon and bring it to the depot.
This he did, giving the whole afternoon to it
free, ti-·am and all, except t,hat I paid four dollars for the detention of the threshers.
The stone came to the depot in the afternoon ,
and after much labor, we got it unloaded onto
the depot platform. Indeed, we had quite a
bee of townspeop le, and I had to tell them
the story of tile stone and of the Mission.
It weighs about 1,700 pounds, and the freight
cost thirteen dollars and forty Cfmts.
This "Dakota Mission Hearth Stone" is to find
a place in one of the Santee Mission buildings
as a '' Men,ol'ial Tablet.''
The bringing of the Hearth Stone to Santee,
was quite an undertaki ng; it had to wait a
couple of months at the Springfiel d depot until
t he ice bridge was good and strong across the
Missouri. Where the stone should be placed,
we were not long in deciding, for it seemed
quite natural that below our north gable, in
front of Zitkadanw aste's study windows, would
be the place.
It was a bright, crisp day when the stone
made its appearanc e, and we all bundled up and
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went out to see it. When we were sure that the
quaint souvenir of early missionary days was
evenly and well laid, the chilclren had a fine
time skipping over it while their father told
them how when a child he fed the kitties milk .
in the two saucer-like holes.
But the anticipation of having a suitable
building in which the stone could be placed as a
Memorial Tablet, never has been realized.
Having passed a decade of arduous work in
quarters quite too hmitAd considering our number of pupils, it seemed necessary to continue
to build.
The Christian Indians greatly desired to have
their children in a school where the study ,of
the Bible was made above all else prominent .
From the first, we had intended to mi:ike Santee
an institut~on for raising up teachers for the
Dakotas and other tribes, and already there bad
gone out from oar adult primary classes those
who were doing good work, and were, through
their Christian example and teaching, worthy
representatives of our sehool Thus the little
leaven was working, and the accommodations
were becoming altogether too limited. Therefore, in order to carry out Zitkadan waste's first
intention of having the pupils cared for on the
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family plan, it seemed evident that to have the
older and younger pupils in separate domitories
would greatly facilitate the administration of
the school. Although we had intended to receive only pupils of somewhat advanced grades
we soon found that to begin wit.h the little ones
and build up eharacter, would make a better
foundation for future trair.ing.
So it came about that plans were made for a
building that would accomodate thirty boys,
from seveu to fourteen years of age.
Then we wanted to have the little girls of
corresponding ages where they would be independent of the older sisterly dictation they were
receiving in the Dakota Home. We greatly
enjoyed seeing the work progress on those two
buildings that summer, in hopes that we might
gather in these two interesting families when
school opened the next fall. In the mean time
we were seeking among friends whom we thought
might aid us in securing the right ones to take
care of those houses and mother the little ontis
entrusted to our care.
From the fir5t, Zitkadanwaste had cherished
a thought that the little girls' home should be
called The Birds' Nest. A suitable nHme it
seemed, for a flock of little Indian girls, flitting
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and chattering, with their shawls flapping like
wings, as they ran out to meet us, were not
unlike a flock of little brown birds, and qRite
as happy, only they always fly toward us,
not away.
Previous to this year we were fortunate in having with ns Miss H. B. Ilsley, as Music teacher.
Then during the summer that the Birds' Nest
was being built, Miss H. A. Brown came up from
Yankton, and the visit terminated in her deciding to undertake the position of matron of the
little girls. A beautiful home mother she proved to be. Miss Shepard was associated with
Miss Brown for a time, and later, Miss Ilsley,
as she had said '·Those little girls are very attractive to me.'' Happily for all concerned,
our birdlings were well cared for.
During this busy year, Miss Nettie Calhoun
was an efficient helper, and in after years, she
had tbe faculty for being ever ready and just
the one to step in and help whenever and wherever needed.
The Boys' Cottage kept pace in building, with
the Birds' Nest, and by the opening of that
school year we had our little Brownies well
housed, and Miss S. L. Voorhees was the capable housemother for many years. She felt the
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great reponsihility, and used to say ''The parents bave entrusted to me the most precioulil
thing they have, these boys to train."
That same year we built the shoe shop, carpenter and blacksmith shops. If the number of boys
was to increase, the facilities for giving them
industrial training, must increase.
The shoe shop was quite an acquisition, and
Zitkadanwaste was fortunate in securing a faithful instructor, Mr. Iver P. Wold, recently from
Norway. His family soon followed and took
up their abode rn the Mission. The mother
knew no English, and naturally not any Dakota,
so she must have felt that she was in a strange
laud. The children, six girls and one boy, with
their flaxen hair, deep blue tyes and rosy cheeks
were a pretty contrast with the Indian children.
With the new buildings, planned conveniently
and well built, we were able to <larry out thEl
plans we hnd in mind from the first. Each of
the four dormit01·ies was built with a kitehen
and dining room so that under the matron's
instructions and managernen t the pupils all,
botb boys and girls, did the domestic work and
had their meals in their respective homes, thus
carrying out the idea of family home life. The
learning to do things decently aml in order
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was, as it still is, an important item in our
Christian training school.
So it was that afte1· thirteen years of varied
experiences, we seemed to have reached the
threshold of the work we had undertaken, and
were ready to go forw<trd with renewed r.ourage, having already seen some fruits from
our labors.
Early in the summer of 1883, Secretary Streiby of the American Missionary Association,
together with the Rev. A . .P. Foster, Mr. Charles
Mead, and Dr. William Hayes Ward, came to
Santee for the purpose of visiting the Dakota
Mission which had been transferred from the
care of the American Board, to that of the
American Missionary Association. The day of
their arrival in Springfield, just across the
river, there aame up a typical wind and dust
storm so strong that our guests were compelled
to stay on that side, waiting for a change in the
weather so that a safe crossing could be made
to "the promised land." With nothing to do
but wait, and look over, they could see the
lights in our windows, twinkling and seeming to smile at them in their dilemma. When
at last safely across and at the misi:;ion, Dr.
Strieby said "this place is rather inaccessible its
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in a pocket; it would have been better to locate
somewhere else, it seems to me." But we know
that to establish our school among the people
whom we hoped to influence and help, bad teen
a compensation for many weary waiting times
on the banks of the Missouri.
It was a happy coincidence that at this time
there came to the Agency a commission, Hon.
A. K. Smiley, Gen. E. K. Whittlesey, sent out
by the Board of Indian Commissioners , and
Prof. C. C. Painter, of the National Education
Committee. Also at the same time Bishop
William H. Hare of the Episcopal Indian mis sion was there. These gentlemen, together
with the officers of the American Missionary
Association held a conference at the mission, at
which time Mr. Smiley remarked "Why not
have such a meeting every year¥" The next
year he issued the first invitations to the Mohonk Conference.
Our transfer to the American Missionary
Association brought about no VP.ry marked
change in our work, but leaves this story
of the "Early Days" within the compass of
thirteen years.
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